Supreme Court Upholds State Tax Exemptions for In-State Municipal Bonds
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In a 7-2 decision published May 19, 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ability of the states to provide a state income tax exemption for interest derived from in-state municipal bonds while subjecting interest derived from municipal bonds issued by other states and their political subdivisions to tax. The case, Department of Revenue of Kentucky v. Davis, involved a claim by Kentucky residents that Kentucky’s tax exemption limited only to interest derived from in-state municipal bonds provides a benefit to in-state economic interests and places a burden on out-of-state competitors that should be prohibited by the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The Court held that the current state tax treatment of municipal bonds does not violate the Constitution because this preferential treatment allows the state to finance its “cardinal civic responsibilities” of protecting the health, safety, and welfare of its citizens.

The Court previously explained in a 2007 opinion that the Commerce Clause generally does not prohibit state government functions motivated by “legitimate objectives distinct from simple economic protectionism.” The majority opinion in Davis held that the in-state municipal bond tax exemption must be respected under the same principle, which the Court found to be particularly applicable in the context of the “quintessentially public function” of paying for public projects through state municipal bond issuances.

The Court in Davis noted that the current market practice of allowing for differential tax treatment of in-state and out-of-state municipal bond interest is unanimously supported by the states and is “critical to the operation of an identifiable segment of the municipal financial market as it currently functions.” The Court also noted that many single-state municipal bond funds invest in bonds issued by smaller and lesser-known issuers that do not attract interstate investors, and that such single-state funds would likely disappear if the current differential tax regimes of the states were upset.

There are currently 42 states, including New York and California, that provide differential state tax treatment of interest derived from in-state and out-of-state bonds, similar to the Kentucky exemption at issue in Davis. The Court’s decision in Davis provides certainty and relief to issuers and investors in the approximately $2.5 trillion municipal bond market, particularly with respect to the $150 billion market for single-state municipal bond funds.
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